
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Wo kauft man 

WO KANN MAN SPEISEN UNO GETRANKE KAUFEN? 
(Where can you buy food?) 

supermarket: der Supermarkt, die Supermarkte 

Misunderstandings: Life in the Fast Lane at German Supermarkets 

A colorful row of shopping carts with a 

coin-operated mechanism common in 

many European countries. 

Recently we brought you a story about jaywalking as part 

of our occasional cultural misunder- standings series. 

Now we bring you a follow-up to that piece, focuYing on 

shopping. Don't hesitate to send us your own comments 

and cross-cultural stories - we look forward to hearing 

from you/ Click here to write to us. 

Shopping in Germany can be a lot of fun, ranging from 

fine outdoor gourmet markets to celebrated discounters 

like Aldi for food and drink7 while department stores like 

Kaufhof or Karstadt and specialty shops showcase chic 

clothing and stylish household products. 

But the often fast pace of paying for one's purchases 

could prove challenging at first to some expatriates - at 

least it di.d to this particular TWIG editor. 

1 recall feeling tbe cold hard wheels of a shopping cart being pushed up against my heels just a few 

days after moving from Washington to Hamburg in 1997. Upon turning around to face the punk 

who was surely taunting me, I found myself staring face-to-face not with a teenager, but a wizened 

old grandmother. I felt that I could not berate an old lady. 

Frustrated in Frankfurt 

Shopping in Germany can be frustrating. I soon learned how to pack my own groceries in an 

efficient enough fashion to avoid scowls from competent yet not exactly chipper cashiers, or sighs 

of impatience from other shoppers. 

Plastic bags must be purchased separately, so almost no one buys tbem - this would after all be a 

waste of motley and also a major environmental faux pas. I loved seeing German ladies shopping 

with honey-colored wicker baskets which they filled with fresh produce, bread and cheese and then 

cycled home with. It made the world seem like such an elegant and ecological place! 

Yet while the cycle of buying and recycling in Germany is impressive, there was something that 

troubled me about the actual act of shopping itself 

It basically boils down to two words: personal space. 


